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Abstract
Recently, Raspberry Pi has been widely adopted for the computing platform in a lot of applications
due to the features of the small size, the low cost, yet the rich functions, since it has been developed
for educational purposes. Raspberry Pi has the basic hardware and software components as a
single-board computer. As the hardware, it is equipped with the Ethernet port and the Wi-Fi
adapter for network connections, and the USB port for the use of external devices such as a mouse,
a keyboard, and a camera. It is also equipped with the General Purpose Input Output (GPIO)
pins for use of various sensor and actuator devices. As the software, Raspberry Pi has preinstalled
Linux-based Raspbian operating system and several popular programming languages including
Python, C, C++, Java, Scratch, and Ruby. Hence, the popularity of Raspberry Pi is now increasing
rapidly around the world for developing practical applications, particularly, for IoT (Internet of
Things).
In this thesis, we study two practical applications of Raspberry Pi in real worlds, namely,
the calligraphy learning assistant system (CLAS) and the air-conditioning guidance system (AC-
Guide). Through the application studies, the efficient implementation, the hardware/software cost,
the developing period, and the performance of Raspberry Pi application systems are investigated.
For the implementations, Python is adopted for developing the application programs under Rasp-
bian OS.
First, the application of Raspberry Pi to the calligraphy learning assistant system (CLAS) is
studied. This system aims to assist self-learning of calligraphy. Using the projection mapping
technology, CLAS directly projects a letter writing video of a teacher on the paper on which a
learner will write letters. Then, the learner is able to learn the stroke order and writing speed
in addition to the letter shape by tracing the writing of the teacher. Besides, the letter portion
practice function is incorporated to allow a learner to repeat practicing hard portions of each letter.
In the implementation of CLAS, we adopt a portable projector and open-source software for video
processing and projection mapping. Through applications to international students from Japan,
China, Myanmar, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Kenya, we confirm the effectiveness in improving
calligraphy skills for novice students.
Second, the application of Raspberry Pi to the air-conditioning guidance system (AC-Guide)
is studied. This system aims to encourage the proper use of air-conditioning related devices/equip-
ment in a room by sending alarm messages of turning them on/off. AC-Guide periodically samples
the temperature and humidity in the room to calculate the discomfort index (DI), and observes the
AC usage using a web camera. The outdoor DI is also calculated by obtaining the weather data
from an API called openweathermapAPI. Then, by referencing to the message decision table, the
system outputs a voice alarm message and an email alarm message to the registered persons. In
the implementation of AC-Guide, we adopt a temperature/humidity sensor with GPIO, a USB web
camera, a USB speaker, and an open-source software for image processing. Through applications
at two rooms in Okayama University, we confirm the correctness of the alarm messages.
i
These studies found that the implemented Raspberry Pi application systems require a small
cost (less than 100,000 yen each) both for the hardware and software and the short developing
period (less than one year by one graduate student), and yet, exhibit the acceptable performances
for practical use.
In future studies, the CLAS will be improved by solving the brushwork cover-up problem by the
teacher’s hand, adding the brushwork instructions, adjusting the playback speed, and implementing
the evaluation function of the stroke quality. The AC-Guide will be improved by considering the
target temperature of the AC, using multiple sensors in a room, adding the coordinated guidance of
multiple rooms, counting the number of residents in the room for more proper messages, sending
turn-on/off messages to other devices such as a fan, a humidifier, and dehumidifier, also continue
experiments in various rooms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Nowadays, IoT (Internet of Things) has been rapidly growing with great advancements of inex-
pensive computing devices and networking technologies [1]. This makes it possible to access and
control the physical devices from distant places by exchanging data over the Internet. Many peo-
ple in industries, educations, and governments around the world take this opportunity to develop
IoT applications for their use. A variety of IoT applications have appeared in different domains,
including transportation, energy, home, healthcare, agriculture, logistics or industry [1–5, 40, 41].
Raspberry Pi is one of the most common computing devices in both researches and applications
of IoT. Raspberry Pi has been popular as the computing platform in a lot of applications due to the
features of the small size, the low cost, yet the rich functions, although it has been developed for an
educational purposes. It was invented as educational device to inspire children to study computer
science.
Raspberry Pi has the basic hardware and software components as a single-board computer [9].
For the hardware, it is equipped with the Ethernet port and the Wi-Fi adapter for network connec-
tions, and the USB port for the use of external devices such as a mouse, a keyboard, and a camera.
It is also equipped with the General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins for use of various sensor
and actuator devices. For the software, it has preinstalled Linux-based Raspbian operating system,
and several popular programming languages, including Python, C, C++, Java, Scratch, and Ruby.
Hence, the popularity of Raspberry Pi is now increasing rapidly around the world in developing
practical applications, particularly, for IoT [6]. As a result, the study of practical IoT application
systems using Raspberry Pi is significant.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, we study two practical application systems using Raspberry Pi in real worlds,
namely, the calligraphy learning assistant system (CLAS) and the air-conditioning guidance sys-
tem (AC-Guide). Through the application studies, we investigate the efficient implementation, the
hardware/software cost, the developing period, and the performance of Raspberry Pi application
systems. In these systems, we implement application programs using Python on Raspbian OS.
First, we study the application of Raspberry Pi to the calligraphy learning assistant system [10–
15]. This system is named CLAS, and aims to assist self-learning of calligraphy.
Using the projection mapping technology, CLAS directly projects a letter writing video by a
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teacher on the paper on which a learner will write letters. Then, the learner is able to learn the
stroke order and the writing speed in addition to the letter shape by tracing the writing of the
teacher. Besides, the letter portion practice function is incorporated to allow a learner to repeat
practicing hard portions of each letter.
In the implementation of CLAS, we adopt a portable projector and open-source software for
video processing and projection mapping. Through applications to international students from
Japan, China, Myanmar, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Kenya, we confirm the effectiveness in im-
proving calligraphy skills for novice students.
Second, we study the application of Raspberry Pi to the air-conditioning guidance system [16,
17]. This system is named AC-Guide, and aims to encourage the proper use of air-conditioning
related devices/equipment in a room by sending alarm messages of turning on/off them.
AC-Guide periodically samples the temperature and humidity in the room to calculate the dis-
comfort index (DI) there, and observes the AC use using a web camera. In addition to this indoor
DI, the outdoor DI is calculated by obtaining the weather data from an API called openweath-
ermapAPI. Then, by referencing to the message decision table, the system outputs a voice alarm
message and an email alarm message to the registered persons.
In the implementation of AC-Guide, we adopt a temperature/humidity sensor with GPIO, a
USB Web camera, and a USB speaker, and open-source software for image processing. Through
applications to two rooms in Okayama University, we confirm the correctness of the alarm mes-
sages.
Through these studies, we conclude that for a Raspberry Pi application system, the required
cost for the hardware and software is low (less than 100,000 yen for the total), the developing
period is short (less than one year by one graduate student), and the performance is acceptable for
the practical use.
1.3 Contents of Thesis
The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we discuss the background technologies related to this thesis, including Rasp-
berry Pi 3 Model B+, GPIO, Raspbian OS, Python, Python Libraries, and SSH, WinSCP to transfer
files between Raspberry Pi and the computer, and the developing process of Raspberry applica-
tions.
In Chapter 3, we present the study of the application of Raspberry Pi to the calligraphy learning
assistant system with the implementations and the evaluations.
In Chapter 4, we present the study of the application of Raspberry Pi to the air-conditioning
guidance system with the implementations and the evaluations.
In Chapter 5, we review relevant works in literature.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude this thesis with some future works.
2
Chapter 2
Background Technologies
In this chapter, we review the background technologies for the implemented Raspberry Pi appli-
cation systems in this dissertation.
2.1 Importance of Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi is a one-board computing system that was initially intended for educational pur-
poses to inspire school children to study computer science [9,18,19]. It allows having experiments
with hardware configurations. Raspberry Pi has been developed by Raspberry Pi Foundation in
the United Kingdom. Due to the features of the small size, the low cost, and the rich functions,
Raspberry Pi has been used by many people around the world for industries, educations, or gov-
ernments, as the computing platform of various application systems [1–5, 40, 41].
2.1.1 Raspberry Pi 3 B+Model
Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ is the final revision of the third generation of Raspberry Pi. It was
released in March 2018 [20]. Figure 2.1 shows the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ board. It has the basic
hardware and software components as a single-board computer [9]. For the hardware, it is equipped
with the Ethernet port and the Wi-Fi adapter for network connections, the USB port for the use
of external devices such as a mouse, a keyboard, and a camera, and the General Purpose Input
Output (GPIO) pins for use of various sensor and actuator devices. Table 2.1 shows the details of
Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ specifications [20].
For the software, Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ has preinstalled Linux-based Raspbian operating
system, and popular programming languages, including Python, C, C++, Java, Scratch, and Ruby.
Hence, the popularity of Raspberry Pi is now increasing rapidly around the world as the computing
platform for practical applications, particularly, IoT (Internet of Things) [6].
2.1.2 General Purpose Input Output (GPIO)
Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ offers a 40-pin GPIO (General Purpose Input/Output) connector, for
interfacing with external sensors and actuators [20]. The sensors can connect directly to the GPIO
pins using jumper wires or with a breadboard. The GPIO pins can be used for driving LEDs,
controlling external devices, sensing digital inputs, and waking up the device.
Figure 2.2 shows the GPIO pins layout. The GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi are divided into
the following three groups [22]:
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Figure 2.1: Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ board.
Table 2.1: Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ technical specifications.
Components Details
Processor Broadcom BCM2837B0, Cortex-A53 64-bit SoC @ 1.4GHz
Memory 1GB LPDDR2 SDRAM
Connectivity
2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.2, BLE
Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0 (maximum throughput 300Mbps)
4 × USB 2.0 ports
Access Extended 40-pin GPIO header
Video sound
1 × full size HDMI
MIPI DSI display port
MIPI CSI camera port
4 pole stereo output and composite video port
Multimedia
H.264, MPEG-4 decode (1080p30); H.264 encode(1080p30);
OpenGL ES 1.1, 2.0 graphics
SD card support Micro SD format for loading operating system and data storage
Input power
5V/2.5A DC via micro USB connector
5V DC via GPIO header
• Power:
The pins labeled with 5.0v supply 5 volts of power, and the pins with 3V3 supply 3.3 volts
of power. There are two 5.0v pins and two 3V3 pins.
• GND:
The pins represent the ground pins. There are eight ground pins.
• Input/Output:
The pins labeled with GPIO can be used for input or output. For example, GPIO 2 is on pin
3. Some of them are designed for specific purposes such as PWM (pulse-width modulation),
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface ), I2C, and Serial.
It is important to connect the sensor/actuator pins to the corresponding correct GPIO pins.
Connecting the wrong pins may damage the sensor or actuator permanently.
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Figure 2.2: GPIO pins layout.
2.1.3 Raspbian OS
Raspbian OS is the official operating system (OS) for the Raspberry Pi board [23, 25]. Raspbian
OS is based on the Linux Debian OS, which is optimized for the Raspberry Pi hardware. Raspbian
OS is booted off from a micro-SD card where the entire operating system runs off the card.
For running Raspberry Pi, the micro SD card that has the preinstalled Raspbian OS has to be
inserted in the micro SD card slot. This micro SD card serves two purposes. It provides the OS
for the computer, and acts as the memory storage device. Also, Raspberry Pi can connect to an
external hard disk or flash drive for more storage.
2.2 Python
Python is one of the most popular and powerful programming languages among system developers,
due to its clear syntax and easy coding even for beginners. Basically, Python is the language that
can be used for developing anything and everything. Like shell scripts, Python can automate
the manual tasks. In general, Python version 2 and Python version 3 have been pre-installed on
Raspbian OS [23].
Python offers following benefits [24–26]:
• Readable and maintainable code:
The syntax rules allow to implement concepts without writing additional codes. Unlike other
programming languages, it emphasizes code readability and allows to use English keywords
instead of punctuation. Thus, Python can be used to build custom applications without
writing additional codes.
• Compatibility with major platforms and systems:
Python supports many operating systems. It allows to run the same code on multiple plat-
forms without recompilations.
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• Robust standard library:
Python has a large collection of libraries, which can speed up the development process. The
standard Python libraries allow to use a wide range of modules according to precise needs.
• Many open source frameworks and tools:
Python, being an open source programming language, helps to reduce the software devel-
opment cost significantly. Python gives the access to use several open source frameworks,
libraries, and development tools.
2.3 Python Libraries for Raspberry Pi Application Systems
In this section, we give the overview of Python libraries used for developing and implementing
Raspberry Pi applications.
2.3.1 DHT Library
In this study, we use the DHT library to interact with the DHT22 temperature/humidity sensor.
This library allows to easily retrieve the temperature and humidity from the sensor with a few lines
of Python code [27]. It can be installed to Raspberry Pi using the following command:
$ p ip3 i n s t a l l Adafru i t DHT
2.3.2 OpenCV
Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) is the open-source image processing toolbox that has
been used for computer vision applications [28]. OpenCV is a library composed of image process-
ing functions. It can be used to process images, videos, and even live streams. To install the latest
version of OpenCV on Raspberry Pi, the following commands should be used:
$ sudo ap t −g e t i n s t a l l l i b h d f 5 −dev l i b h d f 5 − s e r i a l −dev l i b h d f 5 −100
$ sudo ap t −g e t i n s t a l l l i b q t g u i 4 l i b q t w e b k i t 4 l i b q t 4 − t e s t python3−pyq t5
$ sudo ap t −g e t i n s t a l l l i b a t l a s −base−dev
$ sudo ap t −g e t i n s t a l l l i b j a s p e r −dev
$ p ip3 i n s t a l l opencv−py thon
$ p ip3 i n s t a l l opencv− c o n t r i b −py thon
2.3.3 GMAIL SMTP
Python comes with the built-in smtplib module for sending emails using the Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) [23]. This module makes Python possible to send confirmation emails to many
users or receive email reminders. To send emails through Gmail SMTP, we use the built-in smtplib
module without installing any additional packages.
In a new system implementation, it is highly recommended to set up a new Gmail account [29].
The Gmail account’s security settings must be set properly to allow accesses from Python code.
Besides, any chance that the system user might accidentally expose his/her login details must be
avoided.
To set up a Gmail address for sending emails, the following procedures are necessary:
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• Create a new Google account.
• Login to Google account.
• Configure the security setting of google account in https://myaccount.google.com/
security.
• Turn ON access under “Less secure app access” section.
• Then, we can access the Gmail account from Python code.
2.3.4 Flask
Flask is a micro-framework written in Python that makes it easy to set up a simple Web application
server running with features that can be useful in the system development process [30]. Flask is a
very lightweight Web server.
Flask comes with the bare minimum required for the application. It allows users to add any
package or functionality without being held down by the ones that come with a framework. With
Flask, it is possible to present the sensor data to remote clients. To install Flask on Raspberry Pi,
the following command should be used:
$ sudo ap t −g e t i n s t a l l python3− f l a s k
2.3.5 Schedule Library
Schedule Library is used to schedule a task at a particular time on every day or a particular day of a
week. It allows the specified Python functions to run periodically at pre-determined intervals using
a simple and human-friendly syntax [31]. Basically, Schedule Library compares the system time
with the scheduled time set by user. Once the scheduled time and the system time become equal,
the schedule job function is called. It can be installed manually using the following command [32]:
$ p ip3 i n s t a l l s c h e d u l e
2.4 SSH
SSH is an abbreviation of Secure Shell. SSH is a cryptographic network protocol to securely
initiate a shell session on a remote host [33, 34]. SSH consists of the SSH client program and the
SSH server program. It can establish a secure channel between them over an insecure network.
Raspbian contains the SSH server, but is disabled by default [35]. It can be enabled manually from
the desktop, or alternatively by using systemctl command, to start this service:
$ sudo s y s t e m c t l enable s s h
$ sudo s y s t e m c t l s t a r t s s h
Raspberry Pi can be connected as the SSH server from another machine at the same network
using SSH client there.
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2.5 WinSCP
To transfer files to or from a server using the SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), an SSH or
SFTP client is necessary at the client side. WinSCP is a free SFTP, SCP, and FTP client utility for
Windows OS, which can be freely download from [36]. It can be used to show, copy, and manage
files and folders on Raspberry Pi as a remote device from windows PC. In this thesis, WinSCP is
used for transferring Python script files and CSV data files between Raspberry Pi and hosts.
To operate WinSCP, the following requirements must be satisfied [37]:
• Both Raspberry Pi and a Windows PC need to be connected on the same network.
• The IP addresses of Raspberry Pi and the Windows PC should be configured, either DHCP
or static IP.
• Raspberry Pi needs to have SSH enabled.
2.6 Developing Raspberry Pi Applications
By using a simple editor in Raspberry Pi such as vim or nano and the Python interpreter, we can
develop and run Python programs for Raspberry Pi applications. Here, the peripherals such as a
keyboard, a mouse, and a monitor are needed to develop them on Raspberry Pi. Hence, it becomes
more complicated when Raspberry Pi is connected with sensors and other devices. Furthermore,
it is easier to use a text editor that includes Python syntax highlighting.
Using an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) to develop Python program is more sim-
ple, because IDE integrates several tools and contains many features useful in software develop-
ments including the interpreter and the text editor. However, it consumes large memory.
A dedicated code editor is simple but has syntax highlighting and code formatting capabilities.
Compared to an IDE, a dedicated code editor is usually smaller and quicker, but may often less
features [38].
Sublime Text is a popular code editor that supports many languages including Python. It is fast
and highly customizable and well supported. Besides the syntax highlighting (code coloring), it
provides indentation guides [39]. Indentation is very important in Python. The body of a block is
defined by its indentation, where indentation is an integral part of Python syntax.
Figure 2.3: Development process of Raspberry Pi application.
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In this thesis, we develop the Python programs on a PC remotely, not on Raspberry Pi. There-
fore, the peripherals such as a keyboard, a mouse, and a monitor are not needed for Raspberry Pi.
Raspberry Pi is connected with a sensor, a Web camera, and a USB speaker. They are placed in
the designated place. Figure 2.3 shows the development process of a Raspberry Pi application.
First, we write a Python script using Sublime Text in a Windows PC. Then, we transfer the script
to Raspberry Pi through SFTP. Finally, we run the script on Raspberry Pi over SSH.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the background technologies for implementations of Raspberry Pi
application systems in this dissertation. They include Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+, GPIO, Raspbian
OS, Python, Python Libraries, and SSH, WinSCP to transfer files between Raspberry Pi and the
computer, and the developing process of Raspberry applications. In the next chapter, we will
present the application of Raspberry Pi to Calligraphy Learning Assistant System (CLAS).
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Chapter 3
Application to Calligraphy Learning
Assistant System (CLAS)
In this chapter, we present the study on the application of Raspberry Pi to the calligraphy learning
assistant system that assists the self-learning of calligraphy.
3.1 Introduction
For several decades, calligraphy has been a popular activity worldwide since it is beneficial in
relaxing and improving concentration and creativity. As well, it is addressed that people will boost
their logic while practicing calligraphy [42, 43].
In general, a teacher will write the letters on a paper with a calligraphy brush, and then, explain
the stroke order and brushwork rules to a student. The teacher may hold the brush to show the
proper strength between the brush and the paper [44]. If the brush is strongly pressed on the paper,
the line will become wide and not smooth. That is, a student will practice writing letters on papers
while observing the letters written by the teacher on the left side. Then, the teacher will correct the
letters. Figure 3.1 illustrates this conventional calligraphy learning method.
永 永
Character template Written character
Figure 3.1: Conventional calligraphy learning method.
However, this method requires a teacher to be present all the time. Besides, the details of the
brushworks for letter writing, such as the stroke order and the writing speed, are not involved in
the static letters on the paper.
In this chapter, to assist the self-learning of calligraphy, we propose a Calligraphy Learning
Assistant System (CLAS) using projection mapping. CLAS allows a learner to practice calligraphy
writing with the dynamic brushwork by him/herself. By following the letter writing video of a
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teacher that is directly projected onto the paper, a student can learn the stroke order as well as the
writing speed. Thus, the content of CLAS is the video-recording of letter writing by a teacher. The
letter portion practice function is incorporated in CLAS, to allow a learner to repeat practicing
hard portions of a letter. The repeated practices of hard portions are very useful for improving the
whole letter writing.
3.2 Overview of Projection Mapping Technology
In this section, we overview the projection mapping technology.
Projection mapping is a technology of projecting videos or images on various types of objects
to offer realistic presentations. A projection mapping system basically consists of a computer with
the dedicated projection mapping software and a projector. As shown in Figure 3.2, the software
maps each mesh of a visual content onto one surface mesh of the object, called meshing, and
processes each content mesh using image conversion techniques so that it can naturally appear
on the corresponding surface mesh using a projector. The ordinary projector can be used in pro-
jection mapping [53]. Projection mapping has been used in various applications, such as music
visualizations, product presentations, or educational purposes [45–47].
Preparing contentsProjector set-up
Meshing
1
2
3
4 5
6
1
2
3
4 5
6
Figure 3.2: Content generation for projection mapping.
3.3 System Configuration
Figure 3.3 illustrates the system configuration of CLAS[11, 14, 15]. Raspberry Pi is used as the
computing device to process the visual content or video for projection mapping using the projection
mapping software. Raspberry Pi owns the processing capability of a high-definition video. Then,
openFrameworks is adopted as an open source creative coding toolkit, and OfxPiMapper [48, 49]
is installed as an open source projection mapping software, which acts as an add-on of openFrame-
works.
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Written character
Figure 3.3: System overview.
ASUS P3B is adopted as a portable projector to project the video onto the surface of the paper
on a desk. It supports until 800lumens light with 12, 000mAh power built-in. In the experiments,
this projector is set on the left side of the paper to project the video onto the paper surface.
3.4 CLAS Utilization
CLAS can be utilized through the four steps: 1) content recording, 2) content processing, 3) pro-
jection setup, and 4) calligraphy practicing. More details are as follows:
3.4.1 Content Recording
First, the video of letter writing by a teacher is video-recorded for the content. In our implemen-
tation, a smart-phone is used as the recording device and is mounted in the proper position on the
desk before recording. A calligraphy teacher who has calligraphy experiences of over 40 years
helped the video-recording in this study.
3.4.2 Content Processing
Then, the CLAS video content is generated from the video. To assist a novice learner efficiently
practicing calligraphy writing, each content consists of both a movie and an image. The movie
offers the dynamic brushwork movement of each letter writing by the teacher. Using FFmpeg [50],
the brush and letter parts in the movie are highlighted, and the other parts such as the teacher’s
hand are diluted, to improve the visibility of letter writing.
The image represents the contour of each letter, which is used to help a learner write the correct
shape. The letter contour is obtained by scanning the complete letter of the teacher on the paper
using a scanner, and extracting the contour from the scanned letter using an open source software
inkscape [51].
Finally, FFmpeg is used to produce one content by blending the movie and the image, as
revealed in Figure 3.4.
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Calligraphy writing movie
Calligraphy writing shape
FFmpeg
Blending
Calligraphy learning content
Figure 3.4: CLAS content production.
3.4.3 Projection Setup
In CLAS, the square paper recorded in the video content must be projected correctly onto the real
square paper on the desk using a projector that is installed on the desk at the left oblique projection
of the paper. The projection parameters in the software must be adjusted properly. This adjustment
should be done once when the projector and the paper are set up on the desk.
3.4.4 Calligraphy Practicing
At CLAS, a learner will practice calligraphy writing using a real brush, ink, and paper on the desk,
by tracing the letter writing in the content. By watching and tracing the brushwork of the teacher
and the letter contour in the content, it is expected for a learner to understand and master the stroke
order, the writing speed, and the writing pressure of the teacher.
3.5 Letter Portion Practice Function
In this section, we present the letter portion practice function in CLAS.
3.5.1 Letter Portions
A Japanese letter including a kanji usually consists of several portions or strokes. For example, “
永” consists of five portions shown in Figure 3.5. “永” has been often used in calligraphy learn-
ing, because it has the eight basic brush strokes called Eiji-happo [52]. They include Ten (dot),
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Yokoga (horizontal stroke), Tatega (vertical stroke), Hane (upflick from a horizontal or vertical
stroke), Migihane (rightward upflick), Hidaribarai (leftward downstroke), Hidarihane (leftward
downflick), and Migibarai (rightward downstroke). For the proposed function, we prepare a video
of writing each letter portion only several times by a teacher. Then, a learner could repeat practic-
ing the portion by imitating the video.
Figure 3.5: Five letter portions of “永”.
3.5.2 Implementation
The user interface in Figure 3.6 is implemented using LibreOffice, to allow a learner to select one
portion or the whole letter writing for practice. A mouse and a keyboard are necessary for this user
interface. By clicking a button, the corresponding video is automatically projected on the paper.
In the implementation, the macro function and the shell script are used.
Figure 3.6: User interface for selecting the learning practice modes.
Figure 3.7 demonstrates the letter portion practice by a student using the proposed function.
A student can repeat practicing the difficult portion by following the writing of a teacher that is
directly projected on the paper. However, the current system does not have the function to evaluate
the student writing and feedback the result on real time.
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Figure 3.7: Letter portion practice using proposal.
3.6 Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate the calligraphy learning assistant system through applications to stu-
dents in Okayama University.
3.6.1 Evaluation Indexes
To evaluate calligraphy writing results of students quantitatively, the difference rate and the teacher
grade are used in this study.
3.6.1.1 Difference Rate
The difference rate indicates the rate of the number of the pixels whose binary values are differ-
ent between the teacher’s calligraphy image and the student’s calligraphy image against the total
number of pixels in the image. It represents the similarities of the letters from the teacher and the
student respectively. The difference rate can be calculated manually by the following procedure:
1. The calligraphy result paper by a teacher or a student is converted into the digital RGB image
using a scanner.
2. The RGB image is converted into the gray-scale image using inkscape.
3. The gray-scale image is converted into the binary image using inkscape.
4. The binary image is resized to the image of 512 × 512 pixels using inkscape.
5. The number of different pixels between the teacher’s image and the student’s image is cal-
culated.
6. The difference rate is calculated by dividing the number of different pixels with the total
number of pixels using ImageMagick [54].
3.6.1.2 Teacher Grade
The teacher grade signifies the five point score of the calligraphy result on the paper that is given
by a teacher subjectively in terms of the shape and the smoothness. 1 means the worst and 5
represents the best.
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3.6.2 Comparison with Conventional Method
In the first evaluation, we verify the effectiveness of CLAS in writing higher quality calligraphy
than the conventional method.
3.6.2.1 Application Process
In this evaluation, we asked 14 Japanese and non-Japanese students in our group, to write “永”
as a common character for calligraphy by using CLAS and the conventional method. Then, we
compared the two indices of the calligraphy results at three stages. The Japanese students have
learned calligraphy in elementary schools, while the non-Japanese students have no experience at
all.
At the first stage, we asked the students to write “永” with the conventional method, and divided
them into two groups, such that the average value of difference rate is similar between them.
Then, at the second stage, we asked the students in the first group to write the letter again
by CLAS, while the students in the second group do so by the conventional method. In order to
improve calligraphy skills, each student repeated letter writing five times.
Afterwards, at the third stage, we asked them to write the letter by the conventional method.
3.6.2.2 Application Result
Table 3.1 shows the minimum, maximum, and average of difference rate and teacher grading in
each group. This table indicates that both the indices are similar between the two groups in the first
and third stages, and the indices by CLAS are better than those of the conventional in the second
stage.
Table 3.1: Two indices for two methods.
stage
CLAS conventional
difference teacher difference teacher
rate (%) grade rate (%) grade
1st
min. 17.98 2 17.09 2
max. 23.00 3 23.70 4
ave. 19.85 2.57 19.63 2.71
2nd
min. 14.56 2 17.33 2
max. 23.15 5 25.60 5
ave. 18.46 3.51 20.29 2.97
3rd
min. 19.28 2 16.69 3
max. 23.72 4 24.18 4
ave. 21.03 3 20.53 3.43
3.6.2.3 T-test Verification
To verify the observations, the independent sample T-test is applied to investigate the significant
difference between the results of the two groups as shown in Table 3.2. Here, if t-value<−t-
table and p-value<0.05, it is regarded that there is a significant difference between the two groups
(yes). If t-value<−t-table and p-value<0.1, it is assumed that there is a notable difference tendency
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(maybe). Otherwise, there is no significant difference (no). If t-value is negative, the average value
of the proposal is lower than that for the conventional.
Table 3.2: T-test result with α=0.05.
phase T-test
difference teacher
rate grade
1
t-value 0.195543755 −0.40824829
t-table 1.782287556 1.782287556
p-value 0.424119645 0.345140929
result no no
2
t-value −2.007348298 1.551343504
t-table 1.782287556 1.782287556
p-value 0.033887595 0.073390691
result yes maybe
3
t-value 0.414863684 −1.441153384
t-table 1.782287556 1.782287556
p-value 0.342781205 0.087561566
result no maybe
Table 3.2 suggests that CLAS helps generating better calligraphy results at the second stage,
while both methods are similar at the other stages. Thus, it is concluded that CLAS is effective
in writing superior quality calligraphy. Through improving the satisfaction, CLAS can encourage
novice students to continue learning calligraphy on their own. However, the results at the third
stage imply that more practices by CLAS are necessary to improve calligraphy by the conventional
method.
3.6.3 Effectiveness of Letter Portion Practice Function
In the second evaluation, we verify the effectiveness of the letter portion practice function in CLAS
in improving whole letter writing.
3.6.3.1 Application Process
In this evaluation, we asked 12 non-Japanese students who have used CLAS before, to practice “
永” using CLAS in three stages.
At the first stage, we asked them to write the whole of “永”.
Then, at the second stage, we asked them to freely select two hard portions among the five ones
of “永” in Figure 3.5, and to practice them using the letter portion practice function up to three
times for each portion.
After that, at the last stage, we asked them again to write the whole letter using CLAS, and
compared the two indices of the calligraphy results in the first and last stages.
3.6.3.2 Application Results
Table 3.3 shows the minimum, maximum, and average of difference rate and teacher grade of the
letters before and after applying the letter portion practice function. It indicates that after the appli-
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cation, the average difference rate is reduced by 4.8% and the average teacher grade is increased
by 31.6%. In general, most of the students obtained the highest grade after the application.
Table 3.3: Two indices for letter portion practice function.
Learning difference teacher
times rate (%) grade
before after before after
Min. 1 18.09 16.27 2 3
Max. 3 20.67 19.10 4 5
Ave. 2.58 19.28 18.34 3.08 4.5
3.6.3.3 T-test Verification
Table 3.4 exhibits the paired T-test results. It suggests t-value>t-table and p-value<0.05, which
means that there are significant differences between before and after the application in both indices.
Therefore, the effectiveness of the letter portion practice function is confirmed even in the short
time use.
Table 3.4: Paired T-test result with α=0.05.
T-test
difference teacher
rate grade
t-value 3.634374427 −7.340392083
t-table 2.20098516 2.20098516
p-value 0.003926501 0.000014659
result yes yes
3.6.3.4 Hard Letter Portions
Table 3.5 presents hard letter portions for the students. The portions 2 and 3 consist of multiple
basic brush strokes. Thus, they need to write different brush strokes continuously, which is con-
sidered challenging for novice students. The portion 5 needs the slow brush work in Migibarai,
which can be also difficult for them.
Table 3.5: Selected hard portions by students.
hard portions # of students
2 & 3 4
2 & 5 4
3 & 5 4
Figure 3.8 provides the example calligraphy results by students before and after applying the
proposed function. It is observed that the results after application are better than the ones before
applying.
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Before After
Figure 3.8: Example calligraphy results by students.
3.6.4 Application to Various Letters
In the last evaluation, we validate the effectiveness of CLAS in writing other letters than “永”.
3.6.4.1 Application Process
In this evaluation, we prepared the model letters by the teacher and the CLAS contents for “一”, “
十”, “山”, and “岡大”, and asked 13 Japanese and non-Japanese students in our group, to practice
their calligraphy writing, first, by following the conventional method, and then, by using CLAS. In
addition, we asked the students to answer the four questions in the questionnaire with five points.
3.6.4.2 Application Results
Table 3.6 shows the minimum, maximum, and average of difference rate and teacher grading by
the students for each content. This table indicates that the both indices by CLAS are better than
those of the conventional in any content. It also suggests that “一” is much easier than the others
where the difference rate is much smaller.
3.6.4.3 Questionnaire Results
Table 3.7 offers the questionnaire results. For further details, 64% of the students answered that
they could learn calligraphy more efficiently by CLAS than the conventional method. 65% re-
ported that they could write excellent calligraphy, whereas 7% of them did not. 85% agreed that
CLAS is simple to operate for learning calligraphy. 64% expressed that their motivations for
learning calligraphy were increased after using CLAS, whereas 7% did not agree because they
have been familiar with the conventional method.
However, some students may find it challenging since they cannot see the brushwork in the
video occasionally that is covered up by the teacher’s hand, as shown in Figure 3.9. The alleviation
of this cover-up problem will be discussed in future works. Besides, several students commented
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Table 3.6: Two indices for four contents.
letter
CLAS conventional
difference teacher difference teacher
rate (%) grade rate (%) grade
一
min. 8.91 2 7.22 1
max. 12.75 4 17.41 4
ave. 10.89 3.23 12.89 2.54
十
min. 10.32 2 14.20 2
max. 17.62 4 22.87 4
ave. 15.55 3.38 19.21 2.62
山
min. 9.16 2 16.31 2
max. 18.14 4 26.60 4
ave. 15.90 3.08 22.19 2.85
岡大
min. 14.87 2 17.01 1
max. 21.04 4 22.97 3
ave. 18.01 2.85 20.17 2.46
Table 3.7: Questionnaire results on system usability.
1 2 3 4 5
learning
slow 0 0 5 6 3 quick
speed
calligraphy
poor 0 1 4 5 4 beautiful
shape
easy
hard 0 0 2 9 3 easy
use
learning
useless 0 1 4 6 3 useful
motivation
that adding the brushwork instructions and adjusting the play back speed can be effective to further
improve this system, which will be also included in future studies.
Figure 3.9: Hidden brushwork by teacher’s hand.
3.7 System Hardware Cost
In this section, we discuss the hardware cost that was required to develop the proposed system.
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Table 3.8 shows the hardware cost required to develop CLAS. The prices are referred from
https://www.amazon.co.jp/. The total cost is relatively low, which is less than 100,000 yen.
If a lower-specification model is selected for the projector, the cost can be reduced further. It is
noted that all the software is free for CLAS.
Table 3.8: Hardware cost for CLAS.
Device Price (Yen)
Raspberry Pi 3 B + 6490
Micro SD 990
Mini keyboard 1255
Mouse 462
Asus P3B projector 88600
Tripod 451
Total 98248
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the study of the application of Raspberry Pi to calligraphy learning
assistant system (CLAS) using projection mapping for self-learning of calligraphy. The letter
portion practice function was incorporated in CLAS to allow a learner to repeat the hard portions
of each letter. The effectiveness of CLAS was verified through applications to students in Okayama
University coming from various countries.
The future studies include the improvement of CLAS by tackling the brushwork cover-up prob-
lem by the teacher’s hand, adding brushwork instructions, adjusting the playback speed, and im-
plementing the evaluation method of the stroke quality. In the next chapter, we will present the
application of Raspberry Pi to air-conditioning guidance system (AC-Guide).
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Chapter 4
Application to Air-Conditioning Guidance
System (AC-Guide)
In this chapter, we present the study on the application of Raspberry Pi to the air-conditioning
guidance system that encourages the proper use of air-conditioning.
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays, an air conditioner (AC) has been equipped at almost every house and office building
around the world, to offer comfortable environments for humans and equipment in rooms. The
quality of the indoor environment is critical to achieve healthy lives of tenants and proper functions
of electronic devices inside rooms.
However, people often overuse the AC even at comfortable conditions. The AC overuse can
lead to the global warming that has become the serious risk for sustainable societies. The global
warming can lead to abnormal weather conditions and drastic shifts in climatic systems. The
climate changes have affected human health and increased cases of diseases [55]. Therefore, the
proper use of the AC is important to avoid unnecessary energy consumptions [56]
At the same time, the underuse of the AC can also cause troubles in current aging societies. If
seniors stay in high temperature and humid environments for long time, they may suffer heatstroke,
which can lead to the death [61]. According to the statics by the Japanese government, about 1, 500
people died because of heatstroke, where about 80% of them are 65 years old or older in 2019 [62]
In this chapter, we propose an air-conditioning guidance system (AC-Guide) to guide the proper
use of the AC. Using Raspberry Pi, the AC-Guide periodically samples the temperature and hu-
midity in the room to calculate the discomfort index (DI) there, and observes the AC use using a
web camera. In addition to this indoor DI, the outdoor DI is calculated by obtaining the weather
data from an API called openweathermapAPI. Then, by referencing to the message decision table,
the system outputs a voice alarm message and an email alarm message to the registered persons.
4.2 System Overview
Figure 4.1 illustrates the system overview of the AC-Guide. Table 4.1 shows the hardware/software
specifications.
A Web camera is attached to capture the LED on/off indicator in front of the AC controller at-
tached on a wall. A light Web-server called flask is installed in Raspberry Pi so that the stored data
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Figure 4.1: System overview.
Table 4.1: Hardware/software specifications of system.
item specification
computer Raspberry Pi 3 model b+
temperature/
HiLetgo DHT22
humidity sensor
web camera Logicool C920t
speaker Sanwa Supply MM-MC28
software
Python3, adafruit dht,
opencv3, omxplayer, flask
can be accessed from outside through the Internet. In our experiments, Raspberry Pi is connected
to the Internet using Wi-Fi. The date and time are synchronized with the Internet for accurate
records, because Raspberry Pi does not have the Real Time Clock (RTC) [57]. An email message
is output from Raspberry Pi by using Gmail SMTP. Besides, a USB speaker is connected with
Raspberry Pi to output a voice message.
4.3 System Implementations
The main functions of the system are periodically executed with the 10min interval. Python is used
to implement the programs.
4.3.1 Periodical Functions
The system repeats the following procedure: 1) sampling the temperature and humidity data at the
present time from the sensor using GPIO (General Purpose Input Output), 2) obtaining the weather
data from an API called openweathermapAPI, 3) calculating indoor and outdoor DI, 4) taking
photos of the AC control panel using a Web camera, 5) detecting the use of AC, and 6) outputting
alarm messages with voices in five languages and with emails in English to the registered persons
by referencing to the message decision table.
If DI is within the comfortable range and the AC is turned on, the system regards the AC
overuse. The data is stored in the local storage of Raspberry Pi with CSV files that can be accessed
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from the Internet through ssh.
When the system runs at the first time after 23:50, it stops sampling data, closes the CSV
file to save the data of the day, and sends the email message of notifying the information to the
administrator of the system. Then, at 00:10, the system again starts sampling data for the next day.
4.3.1.1 Discomfort Index Calculation
The discomfort index (DI) is the factor to measure the human heat sensation under a room condi-
tion. In our studies, the DI is calculated by the following equation in [58, 59]:
DI = 0.81T + 0.01H × (0.99T − 14.3) + 46.3 (4.1)
where T and H represent the temperature (°C) and the relative humidity (%) of the room respec-
tively. Table 4.2 shows the discomfort index values with the representative conditions.
Table 4.2: Discomfort index conditions.
DI Discomfort Conditions
-55 cold
55-60 chilly
60-65 not feel anything
65-70 pleasant
70-75 not hot
75-80 slightly hot
80-85 hot and sweaty
85- hot and irresistible
4.3.1.2 Weather Data API
The outdoor DI is calculated using the standard temperature and humidity in the open air. To obtain
them, we use openweathermap API [60]. This API provides the standard weather data, including
the temperature and humidity, at present time, at future, and also at past, in more than 20,000 cities
across the world. In this work, we use the standard weather data at present time in Okayama city.
To access this API, the API key is necessary by creating an account on [60]. For the free plan,
the maximum of 60 accesses to the API is allowed for one minute. The data is returned in the
JSON format in default.
4.3.1.3 API Usage Procedure
The following procedure describes the steps to obtain the current weather data of Okayama city
from openweathermapAPI:
1) Import the required modules by:
import requests, json.
2) Authenticate to [60] with an API key by:
api key = ”The API Key”
city name = ”okayama”
base url = ”http : //api.openweathermap.org/data/
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2.5/weather?”
complete url = base url + ”appid = ” + api key + ”&q = ” + city name.
3) Use the requests module to send the API request by:
response = requests.get(complete url).
4) Convert the resulting JSON into a Python dictionary:
x = response. json().
5) Parse the data (temperature, humidity) from the query result by:
y = x[”main”]
current temperature = y[”temp”]
current humidiy = y[”humidity”].
Figure 4.2 shows the example of the outdoor weather data from the API. By obtaining the
outdoor data, the outdoor DI is calculated using Eq. (4.1) that has been developed for the indoor
DI.
Figure 4.2: Weather data from API.
4.3.1.4 AC Use Detection
The use of the AC (AC turn-on/off state) is detected by checking the LED lamp at the control
panel through the image processing using a Web camera, in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows the
image processing procedure. The LED lamp is regarded as on-state when the intensity of the gray
scale for the lamp image is larger than the given threshold. Otherwise, it is off-state. The current
implementation of the AC-Guide does not use the set temperature of the AC, which will be in
future studies.
4.3.1.5 Alarm Message Output
The system outputs a voice alarm message and an email alarm message to the registered persons
by referencing to the message decision table. In a cold winter, the AC should be turned on to warm
up the room. In a hot summer, the AC should be turned on to cool down the room. To keep the
comfortable condition of the room is essential for seniors to avoid heatstroke or cold[61].
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Figure 4.3: Web camera setup.
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Figure 4.4: AC use detection flow.
When the DI stays in the uncomfortable range and the AC is turned off, the system outputs a
voice/email alarm message of requesting turning on the AC. When the DI stays in the comfortable
range and the AC is turned on, the system outputs a voice/email alarm message of requesting
turning off the AC.
To prepare messages in different languages, the voice messages in Table 4.3 and 4.4 were
recorded from international students in our laboratory. Currently, five languages, English, Japanese,
Indonesian, Chinese, and Myanmar are supported.
Table 4.3: Voice messages to turning on AC.
language message
Japanese エアコンをつけてください
English Please turn on the air conditioner
Indonesia Nyalakan pendingin ruangan
Chinese Qing dakai kongtiao
Burmese Kyaezuupyuywae aeyarcon ko phwintpaypar
Besides, the email message is sent to the registered persons who have the responsibility for the
AC overuse. The message contains the date and time, the temperature and humidity of room, the
indoor DI value, the outdoor weather data from the API, the calculated outdoor DI, the AC state,
the photo of the panel, and the English text message, shown in Figure 4.5.
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Table 4.4: Voice messages to turning off AC.
language message
Japanese エアコンを切ってください
English Please turn off the air conditioner
Indonesia Matikan pendingin ruangan
Chinese Qing guanbi kongtiao
Burmese Kyaezuupyuywae aeyarcon ko patepaypar
Figure 4.5: Example of alert email message.
4.4 Message Decision Table
Table 4.5 shows the table to decide the output messages. By the states of the three parameters,
the indoor DI, the outdoor DI, and the AC use, it is decided to output the corresponding message
or not. Table 4.6 describes the thresholds to decide the states of the three parameters. Table 4.7
describes the three alarm states: no alarm, alarm to turn off AC, and alarm to turn on AC.
4.5 Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the AC-Guide through simulations and applications
in two rooms in No.2 Engineering Building at Okayama University.
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Table 4.5: Alarm message decision table.
parameters
message
DI in DI out AC use
comfort comfort on alarm (Turn-off AC)
comfort comfort off no alarm
comfort discomfort on no alarm
comfort discomfort off no alarm
discomfort comfort on no alarm
discomfort comfort off alarm (Turn-on AC)
discomfort discomfort on no alarm
discomfort discomfort off alarm (Turn-on AC)
Table 4.6: Thresholds for state decision of three parameters.
input conditions value
DI in
comfort (63 ≤ DI < 70)
discomfort (DI < 63 or DI ≥ 70)
DI out
comfort (53 ≤ DI < 70)
discomfort (DI < 53 or DI ≥ 70)
AC use
on (detect.pixel ≥ 70)
off (detect.pixel < 70)
Table 4.7: Output for alarm control table
output flag
no alarm 0
alarm (Turn off AC) 1
alarm (Turn on AC) 2
4.5.1 Simulation Results for False Message Avoidance
First, we evaluate the proposed system through simulating the data that caused the false turn-off
messages if the outdoor DI was not considered. Figure 4.6 shows the simulation results for such
cases by using the outdoor DI together to decide the output message. In the following, we will
discuss each result one by one.
On Jan. 22, both the indoor and outdoor DIs were at discomfort. Even when the AC was
turned on, no false turn-off message was output. On the other hand, when the AC was turned off,
the turn-on messages were output.
On Jan. 23, when the AC was turned on, the outdoor DI was at discomfort, whereas the indoor
DI was at comfort. Thus, no false turn-off message was output.
On Jan. 24, when the AC was turned on in the morning, the outdoor DI was at discomfort,
whereas the indoor DI was at comfort. Thus, no false turn-off message was output. On the other
hand, when the AC was turned on at 12:30-14:30, the turn-offmessages were output, because both
the indoor and outdoor DIs were at comfort.
On Feb. 10, both the indoor and outdoor DIs were at discomfort until 14:50. Thus, the turn-on
messages were output. When the AC was turned on at 16:40, the outdoor DI was at discomfort,
whereas the indoor DI was at comfort. Thus, no false turn-off message was output.
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation results through simulations.
4.5.2 Application Results for AC Guidance
Next, we applied the proposed system in the two rooms, namely, D207 and D307, on April 13 and
14 in 2020 as the cold days, and on August 12 and 13 in 2020 as the hot days. During the day time,
we turned on/off the AC by following the output messages of the system. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show
the results of them, respectively.
4.5.2.1 Application Results on Cold Day
On April 13, in D207, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 10:50, when a
student comes to the room. Then, the turn-on message is stopped. At 12:50, when the AC is turned
off, the turn-on message comes back. Then, while the AC is turned on, it does not appear.
On the same day, in D307, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 11:00.
Then, the turn-on message is not output. After the AC is turned off at 12:40, the turn-on message
is not output, because the indoor DI is at comfort. At 22:00, the turn-on messages are output again,
because the indoor DI becomes at discomfort.
On April 14, in D207, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 09:10, where
a student comes to the room. At 12:10, the turn-off message is output, because both the indoor DI
and the outdoor DI become at comfort. At that time, the AC is turned off, and no message is output
until 22:00, because both DI are at comfort. At 22:00, the turn-on messages are output, because
the indoor DI becomes at discomfort.
On the same day, in D307, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 08:50.
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Figure 4.7: Application results on cold day.
After that, at 09:10, the turn-offmessage is output and the AC is turned off, because both the indoor
DI and the outdoor DI become at comfort. The turn-on message is output and the AC is turned off
at 11:10, because the indoor DI becomes at comfort. Then, no message is output. At 20:30, the
turn-on message is output, because both DI become at discomfort.
4.5.2.2 Application Results in Hot Day
On August 12, in D207, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 10:00, when
a student comes to the room. Then, the indoor DI is quickly dropped, and the turn-on message is
stopped. At 12:40, when the AC is turned off, the turn-on message comes back. Then, while the
AC is turned on, it does not appear. After student leaves at 18:00, the turn-on messages are output.
On the same day, in D307, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 11:00.
Then, the indoor DI is quickly dropped, and the turn-on message is not output. After the AC is
turned off at 12:00, the turn-on message comes back. Then, while the AC is turned on, it does not
appear. After the student leaves at 17:50, the turn-on messages are output.
On August 13, in D207, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 10:20,
where a student comes to the room. At 13:40, the AC is turned off and the turn-on messages are
output. Then, while the AC is turned on, it does not appear. After the student leaves at 18:40, the
turn-on messages are output.
On the same day, in D307, the turn-on messages are output until the AC is turned on at 12:00.
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Figure 4.8: Application results on hot day.
After that, at 16:40, the AC is turned off and the turn-on message is output. Then, while the AC is
turned on, it does not appear. After the student leaves at 18:50, the turn-on messages are output.
4.6 System Hardware Cost
In this section, we discuss the hardware cost that was required to develop the proposed system.
Table 4.8 shows the hardware cost required to develop AC-Guide. The prices are referred from
https://www.amazon.co.jp/. The total cost is low, which is less than 40,000 yen. If lower-
specification models are selected for the camera and the speaker, the cost can be reduced further.
It is noted that all the software is free for AC-Guide.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the study of the application of Raspberry Pi to the air-conditioning
guidance system (AC-Guide) that guides the proper use of the AC. By referencing to the message
decision table, the system properly sends both turn-on/off messages. The effectiveness of the AC-
Guide was verified through applications in two rooms at Okayama University.
The future studies will include the improvement of the AC-Guide by considering the target
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Table 4.8: Hardware cost for AC-Guide.
Device Price (Yen)
Raspberry Pi 3 B + 6490
Micro SD 990
DHT22 Sensor 899
USB Webcam 11800
USB Speaker 16500
Total 36679
temperature of the AC, using multiple sensors in a room, adding the coordinated guidance of
multiple rooms, counting the number of residents in the room for more proper messages, sending
turn-on/off messages to other devices such as a fan, a humidifier, and dehumidifier, and continue
experiments in various rooms. Besides, we will study the automatic control of the devices using
remote controllers.
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Chapter 5
Related Works in Literature
In this chapter, we briefly discuss related works to this study.
5.0.1 Related Works on CLAS
First, we will discuss them on CLAS. Several studies have been reported on assisting calligraphy
writing practices with the computer aided technologies such as augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR), and on evaluating the quality of calligraphy.
[63] proposed a calligraphy writing system based on VR techniques. It adopts a force-reflection
joystick as the input device, and develops a brush model that describes the brush skeleton and the
geometrical-based deformation of the brush surface based on physics, to achieve realistic effects by
simulating the haptic sensation similar to that of manipulating a real calligraphy brush. Through
comparisons with a traditional calligraphy brush and a graphic tablet, the effectiveness is con-
firmed.
[64] developed a calligraphy learning system using a pen tablet on a PC. It focuses on the eight
fundamental brush strokes in calligraphy, and compares each stroke using the coordinates of the
starting and ending points of each stroke. However, the writing touch on a pen tablet is greatly
different from that on a real paper with a brush.
[65] proposed a Chinese calligraphic training system based on VR. That is to say, a learner
will not only acquire the brushwork rules, but also practice calligraphy as a mobile application in
a virtual way, so that he/she may repeat practices without the consumption of papers and ink.
[66] presented a hierarchical evaluation approach of learning calligraphy. This method evalu-
ates both the stroke sequence similarity and the character shape similarity between the characters
written by a student and a teacher. As future works, we need to assess the quality of the stroke of
a student.
[67] presented an AR system, which contains both the static writing path and the dynamic
writing process of model characters. The learner needs to use a head mounted display to gain the
visual information. However, the writing using a real brush and ink could be exceedingly different
from that of the proposed system. It is noted that the brushwork cannot be substituted completely
and accurately for a tablet or a touch screen of a smart-phone.
[68] introduced a calligraphy-stroke learning support system using a projector and a motion
sensor called Leap motion. VR is used to show the static and animated models of characters on the
paper. It provides visual information about the brush position obtained by a sensor. Unfortunately,
it is not clear how to obtain the brushwork of a calligraphy expert.
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[69] developed a VR-based calligraphy training environment to enable learners to acquire cal-
ligraphy skills intuitively. It adopts a Phantom device to allow a haptic interaction. The learner can
pick up essential skills such as the appropriate tilting of the brush and the pen pressure. However,
this system may create uncomfortable feeling to learners due to use of the extra device.
[70] proposed an interactive calligraphic guiding system to grade the score of written letters by
using the image processing and fuzzy inference techniques. Three statistical features of locations,
sizes, and widths of them are utilized to measure the score of calligraphic quality. That is, this tool
can be used in our system to evaluate calligraphic quality, which will be included in future works.
[71] introduced a brush movement evaluation method for learners to understand the quality of
brush movements without involvements of experts. It adopts a neural network technique to extract
brush trajectories from a video stream, and compares them with the templates by experts to produce
scores in the writing quality. In future studies, we will consider evaluating brush movements of
learners.
[72] introduced a comprehensive evaluation method of Chinese calligraphy that involves global
(whole character) and local (stroke) similarities. First, it identifies the candidate characters from
the database according to the angular difference relations. Then, it matches the candidates with the
most appropriate character. It considered various situations of positions, sizes, and tilt angles of
characters without knowing what the character is.
[73] studied quantitative evaluations of calligraphy characters. The main evaluation focused on
two parts, the straight section analysis and the curved section analysis. They are used to examine
the distribution of the ink. Then, the system will recognize the contour line, and calculate the cut-
point identification roundness index, the width index, the smooth index, and the ink ratio to extract
the characteristics of the font shape numerically.
In our survey, most of the papers discussed calligraphy learning using virtual tools for practices,
and did not discuss calligraphy learning using real calligraphy tools and a mini-computer as in the
proposal.
5.0.2 Related Works on AC-Guide
Next, we will discuss related works on AC-Guide. Several studies have been reported on predicting
the room temperature and developing an indoor monitoring system using Arduino.
In [74], Winter predicated that over the coming two decades, Asia will be the main driver of
a 40% increase in global energy consumption, where around half of the energy consumption is
associated with cooling or heating interior spaces by AC.
In [75], Chen et al. analyzed over 1.8 million measurements of AC power consumption and
indoor/outdoor air temperatures in 129 houses in three cities in Australia from 2012 to 2014. They
found that indoor temperatures for turn-on, turn-off, and operations of AC depend on average
outdoor temperature for the previous seven days. They also suggested that more research will be
required for better understanding thermal comfort and AC operation behaviors.
In [76], Yousif et al. studied to determine the thermal comfort or discomfort of people to the
prevailing environmental conditions particularly temperature and relative humidity at Khartoum
State in terms of Thom’s discomfort index (DI). They found that less than 50% of the population
experienced the sense of discomfort when the DI ranged from 22 to 24, and more than 50% suffered
from discomfort when the DI ranged from 24 to 29.
In [77], Hintea et al. studied several machine learning methods for estimating cabin occupant
equivalent temperature from a set of inexpensive cabin environmental sensors, including Multi-
ple Linear Regression (MLR), Multiple Layer Perceptron (MLP), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN),
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Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), Radial Basis Function Network (RBF), REP
Tree, and Random Forest (RF), where RBF performed the worst and MLR outperformed all other
techniques.
In [78], Kim et al. developed a definition of personal comfort models and proposed a unified
modeling framework by establishing important concepts and methodologies based on prior thermal
comfort research and machine learning best practice. They provided system architecture for the
integration of personal comfort models in thermal controls, and described the potential role of
standards in providing guidance to assure accurate and reliable performance of personal comfort
models in real-world applications.
[79] developed a low-cost sensor network comprising of sensors in multiple locations in the
room to monitor parameters that can help achieving the optimized control of the HVAC (Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) system in the room. It adopts Arduino as the microcontroller
and several temperature and humidity sensors. Here, the difference of the decreasing rates at
different locations shows the promising sign that the sensor nodes captured the spatial variations
at various locations within the room.
[80] explored the thermal comfort of people in indoor environments through the Internet of
Things (IoT) architecture. Using Arduino Uno, the system monitors the ambient temperature, the
relative humidity, and the indoor wind speed. Those obtained data will then be used in the Fuzzy
logic to control the load and provide people in the room with a relatively better thermal comfort
experience under relatively better energy efficiency. It adopts the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) as
the thermal comfort indicator.
[81] developed a low-cost a low-cost wireless Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) system using Arduino.
It allows to sense six air quality parameters, CO2, VOC (volatile organic compounds), temperature,
humidity, CO, and Ozone. The sensor shield is used to integrate multiple sensors with their con-
ditioning circuits and the shield is directly plugged into the standardized expansion headers on the
Arduino board. The wireless communication with the mesh networking using the Digi XBee mod-
ule is implemented for sensor data communications. Through comparisons with a professional-
grade air quality measurement device, the effectiveness is confirmed.
[82] studied the automatic human comfort prediction using physiological signals directly col-
lected from a building inhabitants. By using a number of sensors, including a thermal camera and
several bio-sensors (galvanic skin response, hear rate tracker, respiration rate tracker), it records
building’s inhabitants under various thermal conditions (hot, cold, neutral), and consequently
builds a multimodal model that can automatically detect the thermal discomfort. This model is
expected to enable innovative adaptive control scenarios for the environment in real time, as well
as a significant reductions in building energy usage.
[83] studied on characterizing the benefits in term of the summer comfort of the air movement
created by a comfort fan in French climates. First, the conditions in which ventilation can provide
a reliable level of comfort and can be an alternative to compressor based cooling systems, are in-
vestigated. By using experimental measurements of the air speed along with building simulations
with the free temperature and humidity evolution, it was made possible to access inside climatic
conditions when using a comfort fan. Then, it defines the general concepts of comfort fans. After
that, it characterizes assessing the benefits of fans in terms of comfort and comparing it to air con-
ditioners. It is found that occupants using comfort fans would face about 10% of discomfort hours
during occupations and that comfort fans can suppress about 60% of discomfort by consuming
four times less energy than a split system.
[84] introduced an intelligent approach that selects the most appropriate control among three
existing strategies: state-feedback, PID, and ON/OFF controls, for the ventilation system control.
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This approach considers the occupancy and the carbon dioxide concentration to select the most ap-
propriate control. The whole concepts are implemented using a real-time platform, which includes
IoT and Big data technologies together.
[85] developed the microclimate monitoring system in classrooms. The imbalance of mi-
croclimate parameters in classrooms can cause all kinds of health and work problems, affect-
ing headaches, sleepiness, and tiredness resulting in lower concentration powers. This system
measures microclimate parameters in classrooms including air temperature, humidity, and carbon
dioxide level. It is noted that in a non-ventilated room the CO2 level was always above the rec-
ommended value (1,000 ppm) about 1,500 ppm, the temperature was slightly over the maximum
recommended value (25 °C), and the relative humidity was slightly over the minimum recom-
mended value (30 %).
[86] observed the variations of indoor temperature and humidity profiles of actual guest rooms
equipped with Occupancy-Based Climate Control (OBCC) systems that were used to initiate a
temperature set back to 15.6 °C in winter and to 26.7 °C in summer in the guest rooms. One year
of one-minute temperatures and humidity data is characterized against the outdoor climate in heat
losses and during the heating season due to the different dynamic heat balance conditions of the
guest rooms. It is noted that potential discomfort appeared in the places with a stronger association
between the outdoor and indoor temperatures. The guests who stayed in these rooms tended to
set their thermostat at higher temperatures, which appeared to compensate the low balance-point
temperatures of these rooms.
In our survey, most of the papers discussed indoor room monitoring systems to monitor the air
quality level in the room, and did not discuss the guidance for the proper usage of AC to maintain
a comfortable room and reduce energy usage as in the proposal.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we presented our studies of two practical application systems in real world using
Raspberry Pi, namely, the calligraphy learning assistant system (CLAS) and the air-conditioning
guidance system (AC-Guide).
Firstly, we reviewed the background technologies for implementing Raspberry Pi application
systems in this dissertation. They cover Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+, GPIO, Raspbian OS, Python,
Python Libraries, SSH and WinSCP to transfer files between Raspberry Pi and the computer, and
the software development process of the Raspberry Pi application.
Secondly, we presented the study of the application of Raspberry Pi to the calligraphy learning
assistant system (CLAS) for self-learning of calligraphy. Using the projection mapping technol-
ogy, CLAS directly projects a letter writing video by a teacher on the paper on which a learner will
write letters. Then, the learner is able to learn the stroke order and the writing speed in addition to
the letter shape by tracing the writing of the teacher. Besides, the letter portion practice function is
incorporated to allow a learner to repeat practicing hard portions of each letter. In the implemen-
tation of CLAS, we adopt a portable projector and open-source software for video processing and
projection mapping. Through applications to international students from Japan, China, Myanmar,
Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Kenya, we confirm the effectiveness in improving calligraphy skills
for novice students.
Thirdly, we presented the study of the application of Raspberry Pi to the air-conditioning
guidance system (AC-Guide), to encourage the proper use of air-conditioning related devices/e-
quipment by sending alarm messages of turning on/off them. AC-Guide periodically samples the
temperature and humidity in the room to calculate the discomfort index (DI) there, and observes
the AC use using a web camera. In addition to this indoor DI, the outdoor DI is calculated by
obtaining the weather data from an API called openweathermapAPI. Then, by referencing to the
message decision table, the system outputs a voice alarm message and an email alarm message
to the registered persons. In the implementation of AC-Guide, we adopt a temperature/humidity
sensor with GPIO, a USB Web camera, and a USB speaker, and open-source software for image
processing. Through applications to two rooms in Okayama University, we confirm the correctness
of the alarm messages.
These studies reveal that the hardware cost for the Raspberry Pi application system is relatively
low, the developing period is less than one year only by one graduate student, and the performance
of the system is acceptable for the practical use.
In future studies for CLAS, we will further improve the system by tackling the brushwork
cover-up problem by the teacher’s hand, adding the brushwork instructions, adjusting the play
back speed, and implementing the evaluation function of the stroke quality. We will also increase
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the number of contents. Then, we will continue application experiments to various users.
For AC-Guide, we will improve the system by considering the target temperature of the AC,
using multiple sensors in a room, adding the coordinated guidance of multiple rooms, counting the
number of residents in the room for more proper messages, and sending turn-on/off messages to
other devices such as a fan, a humidifier, and dehumidifier. Then, we will continue performance
experiments in various rooms.
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